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Refunds and Goody Bag update
Hi Nash Hashers,
Refunds,
Blowfly has been hard at work processing refunds and over two thirds of you have already received them. Of the
870 who registered for Adelaide Nash Hash, 643 have received their refunds and there are 227 still to go. Red
Dress Runs 188 paid 24 to go and 25 donated their refund to Foodbank.
All those who had PayID got their refunds quickly and securely. The rest need to provide their bank account details,
not all of which are fully correct when we get them. A few didn’t tell us they had sold their regos, which was
frustrating – particularly when the ones who bought the regos didn’t tell us either. Enough whinging – the good
news is that everyone will get a full refund of what they paid less $50 for their goody bag. We hope to complete all
refunds around the end of March. So, to refund your registration if you haven't already been paid, please send your
bank details promptly to rego@adelaidenashhash.com this also includes any Red Dress Run refunds if you want
them paid.
Goody Bags
We have also been planning the distribution of goody bags. The haberdash team has been busy sorting the bags for
either collection in Adelaide or shipment afterwards. The Adelaide bags are being distributed locally by the
Adelaide Hash and the Adelaide Harriettes. All the WA bags were towed in a trailer to Perth by Blowfly & Cowpat
and distributed by them over there.
When hashers arrive from interstate for the Not the Nash Hash event(s) there will be individual bag collection at
the Cumby pub in the city from 5pm to 8.30pm on Wednesday 23 March and from midday to 3pm on Thursday 24
March. There may also be bag collection at the Red Dress Run later that Thursday. Goody bags can also be collected
at the Not the Nash Hash Run on Saturday 26 March at Belair National Park.
Many hashers have offered to take bulk bags back to their clubs or home towns in their vehicles or caravans. These
include Ballpoint taking most or all Central Coast bags, two caravan groups from Cairns will take all the Cairns &
Cooktown bags back, and Slo Mo & Hash Cookie will take all uncollected Tassie bags back with them. Groups or
couples from Coffs Harbour, Nelson Bay, Newcastle, Toowoomba and Ballarat will take all their club’s bags back as
well. Bulk bag collection in vehicles can be arranged at our bag storage in Regency Park on either Wednesday 23
March or Monday 28 March (contact Chesty at info@adelaidenashhash.comwhen you arrive to arrange a time).
After the Not the Nash Hash event the remaining bags will be shipped to many regional centres around the country.
Waste of Time & Flush have offered to ship bags for free from their Wingfield factory in Adelaide to their other
facilities in Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane and Auckland. Too-dogs from the haberdash team will do the same
through the company she works for and ship bags to Townville at no cost to hash.
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Remaining bags will be shipped to Canberra (including bags for Wagga Waggs & Bateman’s Bay), Bundaberg,
Darwin and other locations as required (eg Central Coast NSW).
Volunteer distributers in all of these places will pick up the bags and then contact local hash clubs to collect them.
Thank you again for all these offers to transport and/or distribute bags. This is a great example of the Aussie Nash
Hash community working together!
Still coming to Adelaide
For those coming to the Not the Nash Hash Run in Belair National Park on Sat 26 March, there are a few extra
pointers we didn’t include in the recent Newsletter. These are:•
•
•
•

You will need to download the “mySA GOV” app & enter your details to do QR check-ins on your phone
where required in SA (eg at pubs and at the run)
Bring a mask to the run as we’re supposed to wear them inside the Belair Main Oval pavilion (but not
outside) – and bring your phone
If you are driving to the run please bring a folding chair if you have one
Stay away if you are feeling unwell

And lastly the Not the Nash Hash magazine is now available to read on the Nash Hash website and on Facebook.
This has been produced by LeftRight, who has recently modified his draft Nash Hash magazine into this Not the
Nash Hash edition. It has a lot of useful information, especially for those still coming to Adelaide. Well done
LeftRight!
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